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Abstract

It is crucial for ATM to efficiently support existing data applications. One
of the promising methods of supporting data over ATM uses connectionless
servers providing a packet switching service in the ATM network. There are
two primary methods for forwarding cell based datagrams in a connectionless
server: reassembly mode, where the datagrams are reconstructed before
forwarding, and streaming mode, where each cell is forwarded as it arrives.
The two modes impact the packet loss probability at a connectionless server, the
packet delay, the interleaving method used, the AAL used, and the buffer space
required. This paper investigates the performance of two forwarding modes.
Extensive simulations show that forwarding connectionless packets in streaming
mode is shown to result in lower packet loss and end-to-end delay than reassembly
mode.
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1 Introduction

The deployment of Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks promises to openopportunities
to provide advanced network applications such as teleconferencing, remote learning, multimedia
news retrieval, and so forth. ATM has been designed with these applications in mind. This brings
up the familiar "chicken-and-egg" dilemma. The ATM network will not develop without the in
novative applications to justify the network's expense, but the applications will not be developed
without the networks to support them. For ATM to foster in its infancy, it must be capable of sup
porting the large base of applications that exists today. These applications are mainly data oriented
and are currently supported by IEEE 802 LANs. As evidence, much of the current commercial
deployment of ATM is providing high speed backbones for LANs. ATM presents a significant
departure from current network architectures presenting some challenges in supporting data traf
fic. In particular, ATM employs a connection-oriented service using small fixed sized packets (53
bytes cells) whereas IEEE 802 LANs employ a connectionless service with larger variable sized
packets (or datagrams). Thus, some of the key issues in providing data service over ATM involve
the convergence of the connection-oriented service of ATM with the connectionless applications
and the management of multi-cell datagrams.

There are a variety of approaches to providing connectionless data service in ATM net
works. A simple approach is to use the connection oriented service of ATM to interconnect pairs
of ATM end systems, (i.e., either a host machine with an ATM interface or an interworking unit
between ATM and another network). For example. Figure 1(a) illustrates an interworking unit
(IWU) in one 802 LAN maintaining a connection to another 802 LAN's interworking unit. Note
that in order to send packets to a third LAN, a separate connection is required. This approach is
called the indirect approach since the network only indirectly achieves connectionless service by
using the connections already provided by ATM.

There are two types of connections that can be used in the indirect approach. One possi
bility is to use permanent virtual connections (PVC) between each pair of ATM end systems that
require communication. PVCs are particularly useful in situations where traffic between the two
endpoints is known to have regular characteristics or where connection establishment overhead
cannot be tolerated. The drawback of PVCs is that they may consume network resources even
when they are idle. Alternatively, switched virtual connections (SVC) can be used to remove idle
connections. An SVC is established when a packet is destined for an ATM end system for which
no connection is open. SVCs are terminated after some period of inactivity on the connection. The
use of SVCs reduces the waste of network resources but imposes a delay on packet transmission
due to connection setup.

While the indirect approach is appropriate for small ATM environments or with a limited
number of ATM end systems involved, in order to efficiently support connectionless service in a
public wide area ATM network setting, special attention must be paid to scalability so that as the
number of end systems grows, network resources are efficiently utilized. While the approaches
described above are good in the interim with small ATM networks, the direct approach addresses
scalability. The direct approach [1] [2], is based on the deployment ofcoimectionless servers (CLS)
throughout the network, forming a virtual connectionless network overlayed on the connection-
oriented ATM network. Connectionless servers act as packet switches, routing packets to other



connectionless servers until the destination is reached. Connectionless servers are strategically
attached to a subset of switches within the network. The topology of the virtual connectionless
network may take any number of forms including ring, mesh, and star depending on the desired
efficiency and robustness [3]. For example, Figure 1(b) shows how LANs can be interconnected
using connectionless servers. With the direct approach, an ATM endsystems needs only oneopen
connection to a connectionless server in order to send packets to one or more destination ATM
end systems. This method is called the direct approach because the ATM network provides the
connectionless service directly to the user; the user is responsible only for sending encapsulated
connectionless datagrams into the virtual connectionless network.

The direct approach has several advantages over the indirect approach in a wide area en
vironment. It is inherently scalable. Fewer connections, and thereby fewer network resources,
are needed in the direct approach. This also has the effect of multiplexing data traffic from many
sources on fewer connectionspotentiallymakingconnectiontraffic smootherand morepredictable.
The direct approach relieves the ATM end systems of responsibility for making routing decisions
by forcing that responsibility onto connectionless servers. This simplifies the use of connection
less service for the user since little or no special hardware or software support on the user's side
is required. Furthermore, this method requires only one connection into the virtual connection
less network for each ATMend system, as opposed to the numerous connections required by the
indirect approach. This may aid the end system in terms of resource usage and connection setup
overhead.

The direct approach, however, does have its disadvantages. The additional processing time
required at connectionless servers increases the end-to-end delay in datagram transmission. The
delay is further increased with respect to the indirect approach because packets must be routed
through connectionless servers rather than taking the shortest path between the end systems. Con
gestion at connectionless servers may also increase the end-to-end packet loss probability.

The impact of these disadvantages can be reduced with some forethought. The packet for
warding technique employed at connectionless servers can largely influence the delay. Packet loss
due to congestion at connectionless servers and network congestion can be reduced by utilizing
some form of bandwidth management on the inter-CLS connections. For instance, the inter-CLS
connections may reserve some amount of bandwidth and adjust it slowly as demand changes [4].
Alternatively, unused bandwidth may be borrowed from other inactive connections more dynam
ically than in the previous approach [5]. Another method would be to use feedback to adjust the
output rate dynamically [6].

This paper investigates the performance of connectionless servers, comparing two packet
forwarding techniques. The major issues surrounding the architecture and performance of connec
tionless servers are discussed in Section 2. The simulation model and results of our comparison of
forwarding modes are presented in Section 3. Finally, observations are summarized in section 4.

2 Connectionless Server Performance Factors

Connectionless servers form a virtual packet switched network within the ATM connection ori
ented network. The connectionless service functionality can be added externally to a subset of the
ATM switches as shown in Figure 2 or it can be incorporated into the switches. While the for-



mer configuration can create some additional switch congestion because packets must be routed
through the switch twice (before and after the CLS), it provides greater flexibility in adding, re
moving and modifying connectionless service functions. As shown in the figure, there may be
many connections leading into and out of the CLS. Each connection, implemented using virtual
circuits, leads to another connectionless server or to and ATM end system. For brevity, we will
refer to the connections leading into and out of the CLS as "ports". With N incoming and outgoing
ports, the CLS functions as an N x N packet switch.

The transmission of datagrams through connectionless servers requires a framing architec
ture (e.g.. Connectionless Interworking Protocol (CLIP) [7]) that absorbs the differences in packet
format and size differences. Connectionless servers operate above and within the AAL layer re
ceiving ATM cells and forwarding them based on network layer addresses, such as IP, NSAP, or
E. 164, of the destination ATM end systems. The cell headers are insufficient for this task since the
VPWCI only identifies the connections between connectionless servers. Because of the small cell
size, placing an ATM end system address into every cell results in very low protocol efficiency.
A more efficient approach is to segment the larger datagrams into several cells, placing the ATM
end system address into the first cell of a packet (the beginning-of-message or BOM cell), and as
sociating the cells together when the datagram is forwarded [8]. It was shown previously that the
CLIP header can fit in one cell payload [7]. An encapsulated IP header can fit in the first cell of a
segmented datagram as well. Since not all cells contain the destination address, the cells belonging
to the same datagram must follow the same path. Thus, the primary task of a connectionless server
is to route datagrams based on the destination addresses contained in the BOM cells and ensure that
the remaining cells of the datagrams follow the same path as their respective BOM cells.

This remainder of this section will describe aspects of a connectionless server architecture
that affect its performance. These are: the interleaving scheme, the forwarding mode, and flow
control. Other factors which affect the effectiveness of connectionless servers are the routing algo
rithm and the network topology used. As these issues have been extensively investigated before,
they will not be discussed further.

Interleaving scheme

The interleaving scheme is the method by which cells from two or more packets are multiplexed in
a single connection. In packet interleaving, all the cells of one packet are sent contiguously. In cell
interleaving, cells from different packets can intermingle. There are compatibility and performance
issues raised by the choice in interleaving scheme.

With packet interleaving, packets can be distinguished from each other by defining the
packet boundaries using the PTI field in the ATM cell header. With cell interleaving, cells from
different packets can only be distinguished by using a multiplexing identifier within the 48-byte
payload of the ATM cell. Thus, packet interleaving is compatible with AAL 5 while cell inter
leaving requires AAL 3/4 which specifies a 10 bit multiplexing identifier within the 48 byte cell
payload. As the data network community is moving towards AAL 5, compatibility may become an
issue for any scheme using AAL 3/4. There are two methods to resolve the interleaving and com
patibility problem. The first is to reassemble the higher layer PDUs from one AAL, then convert
and resegment the PDU using the desired AAL. This introduces some delay but otherwise allows



AAL compatibility. The second option is to use a virtual path (VP) as the connection. This allows
AAL 5 packets to be sent cell interleaved on the virtual path with different packets identified by
the virtual circuit identifiers (VCI),

Themost significant issue related totheperformance ofthetwointerleaving schemes ishow
they are affected by consecutive cell loss. It has been documented that ATM exhibits consecutive
loss characteristics in which the time period following a cell loss has a high probability of having
another cell loss occur [9]. With packet interleaving, a lossy period is likely to affect many cells
within thesame packet butwith cellinterleaving, a lossy period canaffect cellsfrom many packets.
Thus, it is possible that for the same cell loss rate, a packet interleaved scheme will show a smaller
packet loss rate than a cell interleaved scheme.

Forwarding mode

The method by which cell segmented datagrams are forwarded can have a significant impact on
the performance of a connectionless server. Thereare two primary methods of forwarding packets
at a connectionless server: packet based forwarding and cell based forwarding [10] [11].

In packet based forwarding, incoming cells are reassembled into packets at each connec
tionless server. The outgoing connection to the next connectionless server is determined for the
packet, and the packet is (re)segmented into cells which are delivered to the next hop using the
appropriate connection and packet identifiers. This mode of operation is referred to as reassembly
mode operation. A reassembly mode connectionless server can use either cell or packet interleav
ing. Since packet interleaving fares better under consecutive loss, we will assume that reassembly
mode connectionless servers will use packet interleaving.

In cell based forwarding, packets are not reassembled at connectionless servers. Instead,
the packet's constituent cells are forwarded one at a time, as they are received, in a cut-through
manner to the next hop. When the first cell of a packet arrives, the routing algorithm uses the
destination ATM end system address stored in the BOM to determine the next hop connectionless
server or interworking unit. This routing information is stored in a forwarding table so that the
coimectionless server can simply perform a table lookup and determine the next hop for each of
the packet's remaining cells as they arrive. This scheme ensures that cells of the same packet are
forwarded on the same routes while allowing cells to be delivered before the entire packet has been
received. This mode of operation is referred to as streaming mode operation. Since a streaming
mode connectionless server must forward cells from packets from two or more input ports on shared
output ports, it must use cell interleaving.

The type of forwarding mode used affects the packet delay and loss probability. The re
assembly mode introduces a packet reconstruction delay that is not seen using streaming mode
connectionless servers. Thus, the end-to-end packet delay increases linearly by at least the packet
reconstruction time for each reassembly mode connectionless server. The end-to-end delay using
streaming mode will also increase with the number of hops traversed, but may not increase linearly.
The interleaving of cells from many packets may increase the transmission times between the BOM
and EOM (end-of-message) cells of a packet. As more hops are traversed, the delay may increase
slower as the multiplexing of packets from incoming ports onto outgoing ports is proceeded by the
demultiplexing of packets from incoming ports to outgoing ports.



Packet loss occurs at a connectionless server when the output buffer overflows. Streaming
mode servers use buffer space for output rate control to maintain flow control between connec
tionless servers. The reassembly mode connectionless server uses buffer space for packet recon
struction in addition to output rate control. Therefore, for the same amount of buffer space, buffer
utilization is greater for reassembly mode servers than for streaming mode servers, increasing their
cell loss rate due to buffer overflow. However, reassembly mode servers have better discarding
characteristics than streaming mode. When a reassembly mode connectionless server must drop
a cell due to shortage of buffer space or detects a missing cell, the entire packet to which the cell
belonged can be discarded. On the other hand, streaming mode servers can only discard the cells
arriving after the loss. Thus, useless traffic needlessly will remain in the output buffer and fill
connectionless server buffers downstream.

Another consideration is the effect of the interleaving scheme on the effectiveness of packet
discarding. Suppose cell i in an L cell packet is dropped due to buffer overflow. The remaining
k = L —i —\ cells can be discarded. With packet interleaved input, the next k cells that arrive on
that connection can be discarded. This is particularly of importance because the buffer occupancy
was at 100% at the time loss occured. The ability to discard the next k arriving cells reduces demand
for the buffer space. With cell interleaved input, this reduction in demand is not as great. Although
k cells arriving on that connection can be discarded, they will arrive interleaved with other cells
that cannot be discarded because they belong to packets which have not yet been damaged. Thus,
if m packets were interleaved, then only 1 out of m cells for the next km cells on that connection
can be discarded. This maintains high demand for buffer space which could lead to additional
packet loss. For these reasons, reassembly mode may show lower overall packet loss under certain
circumstances, while streaming mode may show lower packet loss in others.

Flow Control

In virtually all ATM environments, some form of rate control is necessary to prevent congestion
and to enforce flow control between connectionless servers. Suppose a connectionless server is
capable of processing p cells per second and there are N incoming connections to the server. In
order to avoid overloading the server, the cell arrival rate of the incoming ports should not exceed
p/N cells per second on average. Assuming aU connections have identical traffic loads, this re
striction implies that a rate control permitting the transmission of only one cell per N/p seconds
be implemented for the connections leading to the connectionless server. There are two classes of
rate control devices: closed loop and open loop.

A closed loop rate control device uses feedback to dynamically adjust the output rate. An
example of this is the proportional rate control algorithm (PRCA) being adopted by the ATM Fo
rum. In PRCA, the destination sends a positive feedback cell for every m cells received. Congested
switches along the path discard these feedback cells and the sources adjust their output rates ac
cording to the rates at which their feedback cells are received. This scheme is amenable to local
and wide area environments although it exhibits heavy oscillatory behavior in the wide area [6].

An open loop rate control device does not use any feedback from the network. Examples of
this type include the well known leaky bucket and constant rate control. The constant rate control
simply ensures a minimum cell interdeparture time. This type of rate control is suitable in wide



area environments where the propagation delay for feedback messages are too long tobeeffective.

3 Simulations

Simulation Model

Thenetwork simulation model iscomposed of two N xN connectionless servers as shown inFig
ure 3. The first server, CLS-1, is fed by N traffic generators, each of which is assumed to maintain
a PVC (or a long-livedSVC) to the server. In other words, connection setup is not considered in
the simulations. The traffic generators simulate otherconnectionless servers or interworking units
between ATM and 802 LANs. Of the N output PVCs from CLS-1, one connection that is observed
end-to-end is fed through the network where it experiences network cell loss and delay at ATM
switches before reaching CLS-2. The remaining N - 1 outgoing connections are assumed to be
destined forotherconnectionless servers or interworking units notshown in thefigure. CLS-2 also
receives traffic from N —I additional traffic generators. Using this model, the packet delays and
loss probabilities havebeen studied for both singlehop {IWU to CLS-1) and 2 hop (fWU to CLS-1
to CLS-2 to IWU) scenarios. Both streaming and reassembly mode connectionless servers have
been simulated.

The traffic generators shown in Figure 3 can generate either packet interleaved (PI) or cell
interleaved (Cl) packet streams simulating interworking units and connectionless servers. Inter
working units are assumed to generate packet interleaved output. Reassembly mode connection
less servers generate packet interleaved output. Thus, to simulate a network of reassembly mode
servers, all input to the connectionless servers are packet interleaved. However, since streaming
mode connectionless servers generate cell interleaved output, it is necessary to investigate sce
narios where they receive packet and cell interleaved input. In the first scenario, all inputs are
packet interleaved, with the exception of the CLS-1 to CLS-2 connection, to simulate connection
less servers at the edge of the virtual connectionless network receiving traffic from interworking
units. In the second scenario, all inputs are cell interleaved. This simulates connectionless servers
deeper within the virtual connectionless network since the cell interleaved inputs are similar to
those produced by other streaming mode connectionless servers.

A simple traffic arrival process is chosen for the simulations; for each connection, the cell
arrival process is similar to IPP where the ON states represents packets. The packet sizes are
randomly generated using a truncated geometric distribution with minimum size Lm,„, maximum
size Lmax, and average size L cells. To simulate random packet generation by interworking units,
the time between the arrival of the last cell of one packet and the first cell of the next packet
at the connectionless servers for each connection is assumed to follow a geometric distribution
with mean 1/Xf cell slots. Similarly, the cell interarrival time on a connection is drawn from a
geometric distribution with mean 1/Ac. Sincecell interleaved inputsimulates the output from an
N XN upstream streaming mode connectionless server, up to N packets can be interleaved at any
time.

A shared buffer of size Bcls is employed for both streaming and reassembly mode connec
tionless servers. The destinations of the incoming packets are assumed to be uniformly distributed
among the N output ports, at both CLS-1 and CLS-2. The load applied to CLS-2 is set to be equiv-



Parameter Value Description

N 4 Number of input/output ports at CLS
N cell slots Minimum cell interdeparture time at output ports

1/Ac N cell slots Average cell interarrival time from IWUs

1/Af variable Average interpacket delay from IWUs
L 15 cells Mean packet size

Lmin 2 cells Minimum packet size

Lmax 210 cells Maximum packet size

Bcls 250/500/1000 cells Buffer size at CLS

^net Network cell loss probability

Table 1: Simulation Parameters

alent to the load applied to CLS-1. Each output port is regulated using a simple open loop constant
rate control scheme which restricts the cell interdeparture times to a minimum of 1/nco- Such rate
control prevents traffic overload at the next hop connectionless server.

In addition to cell loss and delay within connectionless servers, there may be cell loss and
delay within the network. The virtual connections leading to CLS-2 are affected by both network
cell loss and delay. The network cell loss is assumed to be random and independent with probability
/net- The network delay on the connection between CLS-1 and CLS-2 is simulated by a single queue
with an interfering Poisson cell stream with a cell interarrival time of 1.8 cell slots and a constant
service time of 1 cell slot. Table 1 summarizes the simulation parameters. The confidence intervals
show the range where 8 of 10 simulation runs resulted.

In most of the simulation results that follow, the output load on each CLS connection is the
parameter against which connectionless server characteristics are measured. The load on each CLS
output port is defined as the fraction of time an output port is busy with the transmission of a cell
or rate control countdown until it is permitted to send the next cell. It therefore equals the number
of cells that arrive per unit time (A) divided by the maximum number of cells that can depart per
unit time (fico)-

The overall cell arrival rate Ais obtained from the average interpacket delay (1/Af) and average
per-packet cell interarrival time (1/Ac) as follows:

Results

L-l I _1_
\c A/p

Several performance measures were obtained to evaluate the two forwarding modes. The first
performance measure is packet loss probability for a single CLS hop shown in Figure 4. For small
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Figure 8: Packet Loss Probability vs. Number of Ports, Single CLS








